
 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:  File No. SR-NYSEARCA-2023-58  
 
FROM: David Remus  

Office of Market Supervision, Division of Trading and Markets  
 
DATE:  December 14, 2023  
 
SUBJECT: Meeting with Hashdex re: Hashdex Bitcoin ETF  
__________________________________________________________________________  
 
On December 14, 2023, David Shillman, Eric Juzenas, Molly Kim, Sarah Schandler, Stacia 
Sowerby, and David Remus from the Division of Trading and Markets, and Justin Dobbie from 
the Division of Corporation Finance, participated in a meeting with the following individuals: 
 
 Bruno Caratori, Hashdex 
 Samir Kerbage, Hashdex 
 Julia Castelo Branco, Hashdex 
 Michael Venuto, Tidal Financial Group 
 Thomas Champion, NYSE Arca 
 Peter Shea, K&L Gates 
 Neel Maitra, Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati 
 
The discussion concerned NYSE Arca’s proposed rule change to list and trade shares of the 
Hashdex Bitcoin ETF under NYSE Arca Rule 8.500-E. Hashdex also provided the attached 
presentation. 
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Agenda

Mitigation of 
manipulation risks 
through EFP 
transactions

How the Fund 
will use EFP 
trades

Why the Fund 
intends to use 
Exchange for 
Physical (EFP) 
transactions

Background on 
EFP 
transactions



The primary reason: the use of CME EFPs establishes the CME as the regulated market of significant size for the Fund.

All non-cash assets of the fund (CME bitcoin futures and 
physical bitcoin) will be transacted exclusively at the CME

Why does the Fund intend to use CME EFPs?

Prong 1 of the Significant Market Test is met* if 
the proposed market is the same on which the 
ETP trades its non-cash assets

EFP trades are CME transactions, as they happen 
under the regulatory oversight of that exchange

The CME is the regulated market 
of significant size for the Fund

Additionally:

Pursuant to the Exchange Act Section 6(b)(5)**, the use of EFPs helps deter and detect fraudulent and manipulative 
misconduct related to how the fund trades bitcoin when processing cash creations and redemptions.

* The Commission defines a "significant market" for commodity ETPs as one where manipulation would likely require trading on that market (Prong 1) and where the ETP's trading does not significantly impact prices (Prong 2). The 
Teucrium Order waives the need to prove Prong 1 if an ETP shares surveillance and trades assets on the same regulated market.

**Exchange Act Section 6(b)(5) requires, in relevant part, that the rules of a national securities exchange be designed “to prevent fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices” and “to protect investors and the public interest.”



Fund's Investment Strategy 

The Fund will aim to maximize its investment in spot bitcoin and use CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts for trading and 
hedging.* 

* If there are no Share redemption orders or currently due Fund-payable expenses and assuming that the Fund is able to utilize all available cash to purchase CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts, the Fund’s portfolio is expected to be 
composed of at least 95% in bitcoin and up to 5% in cash, cash equivalents, and/or CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts.
** Spot Bitcoin markets operate a pre-funded model (due to a combination of bitcoin being a bearer asset and settlement being close to instantaneous). Depending on the size of the transaction, trade finance can significantly 
contribute to the overall cost of trading.

Why does the Fund intend to use CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts?

It is a common practice in ETFs 
to allow for a small allocation to 
futures that can be used to 
offset cash and receivables for 
the purpose of better tracking 
the benchmark index

Use of EFP transactions 
to acquire physical 
bitcoin under the 
surveillance of the 
CFTC-regulated CME 
Bitcoin Futures Market

To unequivocally 
establish the CME 
Bitcoin Futures Market 
as the regulated market 
of significant size in 
relation to the Fund

More efficient hedging  of 
cash flows of 
creations/redemptions 
requests without the costs 
and risks associated with 
trade credit financing**



Background on Exchange for Physical (EFP) transactions

The same surveillance 
standards apply to EFP 
transactions as apply to the rest 
of the CME Market.

EFP is a facility for the trading of 
physical commodities available on 
the CME Bitcoin Futures Market.

EFPs have been around 100+ 
years and have diverse 
applications in markets.

EFP transactions are very 
common in other CME futures 
markets, including gold, equities, 
FX, and interest rates futures.

For the Fund, EFPs will be used 
to purchase and sell physical 
bitcoin by delivering or receiving 
an equivalent futures position.

EFPs are commonly used for ETF 
arbitrage in gold, interest rate 
and equities ETFs.



How EFP is used in typical Cash Creations/Redemptions

Cash Creations and Redemptions using CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts are an efficient alternative to in-kind mechanisms
and offer more investor protections than trading bitcoin directly in unregulated markets.

Creation Flow
Cash creation

Redemption Flow
Cash redemption

T:

1) AP places creation order with the Transfer Agent
2) Issuer approves order
3) Fund buys CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts at the settlement price
4) Sponsor determines the required cash deposit (NAV)

T:

1) AP places redemption order with the Transfer Agent
2) Issuer approves the order
3) Fund exchanges long bitcoin position for long position on CME 

Bitcoin Futures Contracts (EFP)
4) Fund sells CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts at the settlement price
5) Sponsor determines the redemption distribution (NAV)

T+1:

5) AP transfers cash to the Fund
6) Upon receipt of cash, the Cash Custodian instructs DTC to credit the 

shares to the AP
7) Fund exchanges long position on CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts for 

long bitcoin position (EFP)

T+1:

6) AP delivers ETF shares to Fund's DTC Account
7) Fund delivers the redemption distribution to the AP



3. CME matches the EFP 
and clears futures leg

Fund Liquidity 
Provider (LP)

1. Fund enters trade with LP to 
exchange a long bitcoin futures 
position for a long spot position

2. Report EFP Transaction
to the CME

2. Report EFP Transaction
to the CME

Bitcoin 
Custodian

Cash 
Custodian

3. Settlement of Physical Leg of 
EFP: LP transfers bitcoin to the 

Fund's Bitcoin Custodian 

5. Sponsor instructs cash 
custodian to deliver cash to LP

6. Settlement of Physical Leg of 
EFP: Fund's Cash Custodian 

transfers cash to LP

4. Bitcoin Custodian notifies
bitcoin transfer

These steps ensure 
that the whole 
transaction is 
subject to CME's 
market surveillance 
program. 

Messaging Asset Movement 

Liquidity on EFPs is 
determined 
exclusively by the 
liquidity of the CME 
Bitcoin Futures 
Market and by the 
liquidity of markets for 
physical bitcoin, both 
of which are 
sufficiently large.

Bitcoin EFP transaction workflow

Liquidity on EFPs is determined exclusively by the liquidity of the CME Bitcoin Futures Market and by the liquidity of OTC markets for physical bitcoin, both 
of which are sufficiently large.

At least 7 Liquidity Providers have confirmed support for EFP transactions to the Fund.

The Sponsor has lined 
up at least 7 Liquidity 
Providers that are 
ready support EFP 
transactions for the 
Fund.



# Description Liquidity Provider 
(LP) Fund

1 Starting position 50 bitcoin
$0.00 Cash

10 BTC Contracts
$1,299,750.50 Cash

2 EFP transaction is bilaterally negotiated LP and the Fund agree to terms of the EFP:
● Fund sells / LP buys 10 BTC Contracts at 

the settlement price
● Fund buys / LP sells 50 bitcoin at a 

+25bps spread vs. settlement of future

3 Fund's FCM and LP report transaction to CME

4 CME publishes daily settlement price for 
said contract

BTC contract settlement price at $26,060
Physical bitcoin price fixed at $25,995.01

5 LP sends bitcoin to the Fund -50 bitcoin +50 bitcoin

6 Fund sends cash to LP +$1,299,750.50 Cash -$1,299,750.50 Cash

7 CME clears futures leg of EFP +10 BTC Contracts -10 BTC Contracts

8 Final position 10 BTC Contracts
$1,299,750.50 Cash

50 bitcoin
$0.00 Cash

An EFP 
transaction 
in detail

LPs and Fund negotiate 
price of physical bitcoin 
in relation to prevailing 
futures prices -  this helps 
deter price manipulation

Per convention among 
participants in the bitcoin 
EFP market:

spot_price  = 
future_price / (1 + spread)



Pricing 
requirements 
for EFPs



Reporting 
requirements 
for EFPs



Recordkeeping requirements for EFPs



Thank you!
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